Abstract. Basic geometrical and topological features are described for discontinuous systems modelling power converters. The global Poincaré map considered arises naturally from the sampling process in the oscillatory forced system. It is shown that this map belongs to the class of two-dimensional invertible continuous but only piecewise-smooth maps. It also contains a singular point at which critical curves accumulate. A method is found to compute analytically the characteristic multipliers of a periodic orbit, giving a powerful tool to obtain the values for smooth and non-smooth bifurcations. The images of the regions of multiple crossings are studied geometrically and then numerical computation allows one to deduce the existence of a Smale horseshoe mechanism in the map and also to obtain chaotic motion. Finally, the existence of a chaotic attractor is justified with the addition of 5T -recurrent behaviour near a singular point.
Introduction
Most branches of electronics are concerned with processing information or signals; in contrast, power electronics deals with the processing of electrical energy, being an intermediary between an energy producer and an energy consumer. Power electronics is a green technology, converting electrical energy from one-form to another, achieving high conversion efficiency and therefore low waste heat. Intelligent use of power electronics allows consumption of electricity to be reduced. There are two reasons for studying nonlinear dynamics in power electronics: on one hand, to allow converters to be engineered to take advantage of nonlinear effects, and on the other hand, to better understand the nonlinear effects and avoid undesirable operation [1] . Though the latter is usually the main objective, some characteristics of chaos can be listed which may be used for engineering design: bounded erratic oscillation, with possible applications to a pseudo-random generator for on-line parameter identification; broadband spectrum, spreading the acoustic energy over a wider spectrum than harmonically related frequencies where power converter interference concentrates [2, 3] ; sensitivity to perturbations and control, stabilizing limit sets such as unstable equilibria or periodic orbits which exhibit better performance [4, 5] ; and validating nonlinear models (excellent bifurcation agreement has been obtained for the buck converter, suggesting that the adopted modelling approaches have good validity over a certain domain [6] ). The experimental basis of the present study is a DC-DC buck converter whose output voltage is controlled by a PWM with natural sampling and constant frequency, working in continuous conduction mode. The circuit we study is of second order and its block diagram is shown in figure 1 . A detailed description of its basic dynamics can be found in [6, 7] . This circuit is one of the simplest but most useful power converters, a chopper circuit that converts a DC input into a DC output at a lower voltage (many switched-mode power supplies employ circuits closely related to it).
Keeping the notation of [6, 7] , the parameters of the circuit are: R, C and L, the resistance, the capacitance and the inductance of the circuit; V L and V U , the lower and upper voltages of the ramp and T , its period; a, the gain of the amplifier; V ref , the reference voltage, and V in , the input voltage (see figure 1) . The values for the parameters which will be assumed in this paper are similar to those in [6, 7] 
t), is thus v co (t) := a(v(t) − V ref ).
Then, both v co and v r , the voltage of the ramp, are applied to the comparator, and every time the output difference changes its sign, the position of the switch S is commuted in such a way that it is open when the control voltage exceeds the ramp voltage and it is closed otherwise. Thus the circuit shows two topologies which simulate the effect of the diode. The operation described is known as continuous conduction mode (CCM), since the current in the inductor is never zero.
The two topologies are described by two systems of linear differential equations †
where A i ∈ M(2 × 2, R), B i ∈ M(2 × 1, R), x = (x 1 , x 2 ) t ∈ R 2 and u is a two-valued function. It is worth noting that in each topology the system is linear, and analytical solutions can easily be computed. Solutions for system (1) can be obtained by joining trajectories of both topologies at the switching instants; note that a stable steady-state solution can result in spite of unstable matrices A 1 , A 2 ; complex and chaotic dynamics, which depend strongly on the switching function u, can also be obtained [6] . Since x is two dimensional, the function u must be time dependent for chaos to be considered.
Over the last 15 years, chaotic behaviour has been widely observed in electronic systems (see [8, 9] for a survey); specialized studies concerning chaos in the buck converter can be found in [6, 7, [10] [11] [12] . In [13] a deep analysis of the non-smooth dynamics of this converter was established, including local analysis of grazing and sliding phenomena. This was used to explain the spiral bifurcation structure of some 3T and 5T periodic orbits [11] [12] [13] . The analysis in [13] can be applied to periodic orbits with sliding of any periodicity. Also, scaling laws describing the double-spiral scenarios were derived theoretically and compared with numerical results.
The existence of a strange attractor can be justified by means of the bifurcation analysis and a re-injection mechanism which stabilizes the dynamics. Thus the problem we are concerned with in this paper is to prove the existence of an attractor with an embedded horseshoe mechanism and discussing how it is created. The local analysis performed in [13] about the existence of strange attractors in the system is now complemented in a more geometrical way. Section 2 is devoted to the basic description of the dynamical model; in section 3 we study the Poincaré map which is used for computing bifurcation values. In section 4, we prove the existence of Smale horseshoe dynamics, exploiting the spiral structure in the phase space and with the help of numerical computation. We justify the existence of a strange attractor with a 5T -periodic sliding orbit which stabilizes the chaotic dynamics. We will show that this periodic orbit, which passes through the centre of the region of multiple switchings, makes the phase space structure become attracting and chaotic. This, added to the particular way in which the regions are transformed by the Poincaré map, allows us to deduce the existence of a chaotic attractor. Conclusions in section 5 end this work. Although the results of this paper are specialized to a concrete application, namely power converters, the discussion of the transformations of the regions by the Poincaré map can be interesting in other situations. The conjunction of the existence of a certain periodic orbit and particular twisted transformations in the Poincaré map (spirals to straight lines and vice versa) may be detected in other applications, and the results of this paper can be applied.
The buck converter
The buck converter can be described by the second-order oscillator, which admits the matrix representation
where u (t, v(t) ) is chosen such that
and v r (t), known as a sawtooth function (see figure 2) , is given by
( x denotes the integer part of x) Let us define
so that x l is the point in the phase space which has the voltage v l equal to the voltage at the bottom of the ramp v r (0) and the current i l is such that v = v r (0); x u is the point in the phase space which has voltage v u equal to the voltage at the top of the ramp v r (T ) and the current i u is such that v = v r (T ).
Considering separated topologies the steady-state dynamics results in
Case u = 0: a stable focus at (0, 0).
When the two topologies are considered to act one after the other following the control law in (4), trajectories evolve near the band [v l , v u ] × R, although this band is relatively far from the former equilibrium points.
Note that the description of the controlled buck converter is not complete. The dynamics must also be specified at the switching instants, where the trajectories cross the ramp and the input u changes its value. At one of these switching times t s ,
and the vector field (v , i ) t (t s ) is not defined. To overcome this difficulty, which is a consequence of the analysis of [6] and the physical device model, it must be noted that for
cannot be tangent to v r (t) for any t ∈ (0, T ] and, the former dynamics is extended by
) if the corresponding trajectory crosses the ramp (ε > 0 sufficiently small and t s = mT, m ∈ N );
will be defined later in order to obtain continuity in the associated Poincaré map.
The stroboscopic map
The buck converter has been modelled as a discontinuous, piecewise-linear vector field. Note that since v r (t) is T -periodic, system (2) is also T -periodic. Let us study its Poincaré or stroboscopic map
where φ t is the flow generated by the solutions of the system. If we write
for the normalized time as in [7] , solutions can be written in compact form,
where
Some properties of the matrix-valued function N proven in [7] are
Since the vector field is piecewise continuous the flow φ t (x) is continuous but only piecewise differentiable (piecewise smooth). This property is inherited by the Poincaré map, which is continuous, but only piecewise smooth. Moreover, P is not defined in x l . At this point, the vector field itself was not defined. Since P is a homeomorphism which maps the punctured space R 2 − {x l } to R 2 − {x u }, to obtain continuity of P over all R 2 , it must be defined as P(x l ) = x u . This is equivalent to imposing that the trajectory starting at x l must satisfy
and thus, it sticks to the ramp for 1-cycle.
Since the cause of non-smoothness in the system are the normalized switching instants
it is clear that the number of switchings in the ramp surface during a cycle introduces a lack of smoothness in the Poincaré map P. This can be expressed in the following proposition. 
Let {y n } n∈N be a sequence of points in R 2 such that lim n→∞ y n = x 0 and y n ∈ N (x 0 ) for all n. Let x i = d i (x 0 ), i = 1, . . . , m be the switching states in the first cycle when initial conditions are taken at x 0 and let d i (y n ), i = 1, . . . , m n be the switching states in the first cycle when initial conditions are taken at y n .
Since y n ∈ N (x 0 ) we have m n = m, and we can order the switching states {d i (x 0 )} such that, by the continuity of P, we also have
Now, D P can be easily evaluated at the points {y n } n∈N , since P is a composition of m + 1 C ∞ mappings, and its expression D P(y n ) finally depends only on y n and the switching states
Then, two sequences {y n } n∈N and {N n (x 0 )} n∈N can be found such that y n ∈ N n (x 0 ) and Card(γ y n ∩ γ r ) = m with lim n→∞ y n = x 0 .
Since lim n→∞ y n = x 0 , there will exist two subsets {i 1 , . . . , i r } ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} and { j 1 , . . . , j r } ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that with a certain reordering in the index we have
but since Card(γ y n ∩γ r ) = m for all y n , then, m = m n and taking into account the contributions
will be different from
where α i (y n ) is the ith switching instant. Thus, we have found a sequence {y n } n∈N such that lim n→∞ y n = x 0 . However, lim n→∞ D P(y n ) = D P(x 0 ) and thus, P is non-smooth at x 0 .
and let us consider a trajectory starting at x 0 when t = 0 and such that its voltage component crosses the ramp at n points t *
We want to show that trajectories starting at x near x 0 also cross the ramp n times in (0, T ), and then use proposition 1. To do that we will prove that the times t i of crossing are continuous functions c i (x) of the initial condition x and hence, for x close enough to x 0 , one
Let us start with c 1 (x). Since t * 1 ∈ (0, T ), there exists a neighbourhood V x 0 of x 0 such that the system starts with the same position of the switch for x ∈ V x 0 . Hence, the voltage component of the flow is given by a fixed functional expression of the form
we have the following facts: Then, applying the implicit function theorem, we can affirm that there exists a neighbourhood V
Hence, the switching time t 1 = c 1 (x) is a continuous function of x and a further neighbourhood U
which locally coincides with the voltage component of the flow, and where q i+1 and β i+1 are also
. Then, the same argument used for c 1 can be applied here, 
Remarks.
(a) It was shown in [13] that s u := P(r l ) is a piecewise-smooth double spiral which focuses at x u . Also, s l is a piecewise-smooth double spiral which focuses at x l , and can be numerically computed from the solutions of the system (see figure 3 (a) for a sketch and (b) for the computed numerically figure) ; this claim can be justified since s l = P −1 (r u ) (P −1 is the Poincaré map of the reverse-time system) and noting that when we reverse time in the system of differential equations we obtain (z = −t)
which is exactly the original system (3)- (5) if the following change in the parameters is performed:
This change in the parameters does not change the solutions (6) because the constants B, w and kT are the same and the expression for N (α) is also unaffected (cos(wT α) = cos(−wT α) and the sign changes in A and in sin(wT α) cancel each other). Therefore, s l = P −1 (r u ) must be the same type of curve as s u = P(r l ). Thus it can be deduced that P transforms a vertical line r l into a double spiral s u and a double spiral s l into a vertical line r u . Let us define for all n 0
For convenience, we also define
so that
r l ∪ s l divides the phase space R 2 into a doubly infinite number of regions {R + n } n 0 and {R − n } n 0 which can naturally be labelled by the number of crossings through the ramp. This comes from the fact that changes in the number of crossings occur only when the trajectory hits the ramp at the top (for t = T ) or at the bottom (for t = 0) (interior tangencies are not possible for the range of values of the parameters considered, see section 2). If it hits the top, then the initial conditions belong to s l , while if the trajectory hits the bottom then the initial conditions belong to r l . The intersection set r l ∩ s l = {p On other regions R n , n > 0, there are n crossings through the ramp. These crossings introduce in the computation of P(x 0 ) n instants α 1 (x 0 ), α 2 (x 0 ), . . . , α n (x 0 ) with a nonlinear dependence on x 0 . This makes P nonlinear in R n for n > 0. Summarizing, P is an invertible two-dimensional map, which is continuous but only piecewise smooth and nonlinear, with a singular point †. Thus, grazing and sliding phenomena like that described in [13] will be common in this system and also, non-standard bifurcations [14, 15] will show up when some parameters are varied.
Bifurcation values
The Poincaré map can also be used to compute bifurcation values. Let us consider, for instance, the V in bifurcation value which gives the period doubling from a P(1, 1) to a P(2, 2) orbit ‡ [7] .
In order to state the Poincaré map on R 1 (see in figure 5 a typical trajectory in this region) let
Then the Poincaré map restricted to R 1 is given by
(15) † A critical curve for a map P can be defined as a curve of non-smooth points separating two regions of smooth points for P, and a singular point as an accumulation point for a critical curve.
‡ P(i, j) means an i T -periodic orbit which crosses the ramp j times per i T -period.
The period-doubling condition for P on a fixed point P(x 0 ) = x 0 reads as
Computing (D P)(x 0 ) from (12), (14) and (15) yields
Since x 0 is a fixed point, it can be given as a function of V in and α 1 , resulting in the Jacobian of the Poincaré map as a function of V in and α 1 . Therefore, the conditions to be considered for period doubling are:
Solving by numerical methods for α 1 ∈ (0.4, 0.6), V in ∈ (23.0, 26.0) V and the rest of the parameters like in section 1 which are common in the literature [6, 7, 13] gives
V in = 24.516 572 75 V (18) in perfect agreement with [7] , p 20, figure 14 and with [16] , which was computed with the so-called impact map.
A similar procedure can be applied to derive other local bifurcations.
Transformations in the state space

Borders of the regions
In this subsection, we compute the exact expressions for the borders of the regions {R n } n 0 for n = 0, 1, 2. They are in perfect agreement with the numerical work which follows and with the sketches of some figures. The latter are drawn to help to understand the underlying dynamics of the system.
Borders of the regions with zero and one crossings.
The boundaries of the regions {R n } n 0 will be computed analytically for n = 0, 1. One of the boundaries, r l , has an explicit expression
which is a vertical line. Consequently, the expressions to be computed are those for s l . The part of ∂ R 0 ∩ ∂ R 1 can be divided into two cases: one, which corresponds to x 0 = (v 0 , i 0 ) with v 0 < v l and the other with v 0 > v l . Thus, we simply have to find
for one of the cases (a) and v 0 > v l for the other (b)). In both cases, only one of the topologies is active and there are no crossings in the ramp. This is the cause of a simple expression for this part of the spiral boundary. The equations for them are thus
respectively, for case (a) and (b), where x T = (v u , i T ) with i T arbitrary.
For case (a), we obtain
From this expression
which corresponds to a half-line. For case (b),
and then
which corresponds to another half-line. The half-line in case (a) depends on V in , while in case (b) it does not. Therefore, this latter boundary stands independently of the parameter V in .
Borders of the regions with one and two crossings. In this case, since one transcendental equation is involved in the computations, an explicit expression for the boundary is not possible, although a parametric expression can be obtained:
where I denotes a certain interval whose limits must be found numerically. In figure 6 the relation between the phase space and the representation in time is shown.
Transition from case (a1) to (a5) is produced when α increases from α = 0 to α max . The limiting value α max can be obtained by taking initial conditions at the intersection of the line r l and the curve ∂ R 
where x T = (v u , i T ) with i T free is the value of the state at the end of the cycle, and
is the phase point when the ramp is crossed for t = αT . Now, using the expressions obtained for ∂ R 0 ∩ ∂ R 1 and the condition for crossing the ramp 
The final step is to impose that
In this equality, one can substitute i 0 for i 0 (v 0 ) and obtain v 0 = v 0 (α), which after collecting terms, gives the desired parametric expressions for
In this case, similar considerations yield the following expressions:
For an input voltage V in = 35 V, MAPLE gives the following values for α max : for case (a), α max = 0.636 216 76 and for case (b), α max = 0.392 770 83.
General case. In the general case, the boundaries between the regions R n and R n+1 cannot be computed analytically because more than one transcendental equation is involved, and this means that no closed form expression exists for the boundaries without including the roots of transcendental equations, i.e. in explicit or parametric form.
Images of distinguished points
The following notation will be used to distinguish between the different parts of the spirals and the lines
such that r l = r
such that r u = r
such that s l = s
In order to study the images of the regions R ± n under the Poincaré map P in the next subsection we compute here the images of points p α , p We claim that the relation between the mentioned points and their images as displayed in figure 7 is qualitatively the same for all the parameters in our range of work, independently of the concrete values used to obtain table 1. As an example, we claim that P( p 1 1 ) ∈ r u and its current component is greater than that of x u = P(x l ). That P( p 1 1 ) ∈ r u is due to the fact p
Hence, the voltage component of the trajectory starting at p 1 1 hits the ramp only at the lower and upper ends, remaining all the time below it. Knowledge that no grazing trajectories are allowed for our range of parameters (see the proof of corollary 1) together with an elementary analytical computation shows that the derivative of our voltage at the end of the ramp is greater than that of the ramp. The claim follows then using the relation between i and dv/dt, and i u = v u /R + C(V U − V L )/aT . Similar arguments can be used to prove the other relations.
A horseshoe mechanism
It has been shown before that P(r l ) = s u and P(s l ) = r u , so that the Poincaré map P transforms a vertical line r l into a double spiral s u focused at x u in the phase space, and also transforms a double spiral s l focused at x l into a vertical line r u . This is symptomatic of a folding action in the phase space and can result in a horseshoe mechanism embedded in the Poincaré map, giving rise to an invariant set with sensitive dependence on initial conditions. This folding mechanism can be deduced analytically with the continuity arguments that were employed previously. Specifically, if a rectangular region R containing the point x l is chosen in the phase space like that in figure 8(a) , it can be deduced that the image P(R) is folded many times around the point x u . The number of foldings around x u clearly depends on the number of incomplete regions R ± n that R contains, which is directly related to the thickness of R. Concretely, the double spiral s l has two branches, s 
(R).
The dotted region is mapped to the dotted region, while the rectangular region is mapped to the spiralling region (labels in (b) correspond to the images of the same labels in (a)). Note that the line r l is transformed in a double spiral around x u , and that the points on the double spiral in (a) map to the straight line r u .
Note that the lightly shaded little strip contained in R − 2 (see figure 9 ) is stretched and folded, and its image is a large strip contained in P(R − 2 ) (since the original strip has one side on one branch of s l and another side on the other branch of s l , its image must have one side on r + u and other side on r − u ). Note also that the black strip in R
is stretched and folded around x u due to the stretching and folding action on the regions R n . Thus P contains a expanding-contracting-folding action, clearly seen in figure 9 .
From this figure, it can be deduced that the image of a region R totally included in only one region R + n or R − n will be deformed, but it will not spiral around x u . However, when P is applied to a region R which has no empty intersection with at least four consecutive regions, then at least one turn around x u exists.
These arguments prove that near the region of multiple crossings, i.e. near x l , P has a stretching-folding mechanism embedded into it, which maps a region R near x l to a region P(R) near x u . Moreover, for a certain value of the parameters (V 0 in corresponds to the input voltage), a 5T -periodic orbit with P 4 (x u ) = x l can be found numerically [13] (see also figure 10 ). Thus for this value, a rectangular region R near x l like that in figure 8(a) is first transformed by P into a spiral-like region P(R) near x u which includes the point x u . Then the successive mappings P 2 (R), P 3 (R), P 4 (R) do not change qualitatively the shape of the region, because no more than two crossings in the ramp occur in each cycle. So, P 4 (R) has the same spiral-like shape as P(R). Finally, when P is applied once more on P 4 (R), since P 4 (x u ) = x l , this region turns back near x l . Summarizing, a rectangular region near x l is mapped by P 5 to a spiral-like region centred also at x l . Then a horseshoe mechanism must be found near x l for the map P 5 when the parameter V in is in a certain range including V 0 in . Although rectangular regions can be found near x l which are mapped by P 5 into spirallike regions centred at x l , this is not enough to conclude the existence of an invariant set with horseshoe dynamics. The regions R and P 5 (R) must intersect in a certain way for the existence of an invariant set to be proven. In order to see this, let us consider two consecutive regions R figure 9 ). After five iterations of P, and for some values of k which will be computed numerically, the intersection shown in figure 11(a) is obtained, and the existence of an invariant set with horseshoe dynamics is concluded. It is worth noting that due to the very high stretching in the phase space when P 5 is applied, the intersections of the numerically computed regions are hard to see, and thus different zooms of the zones of interest are presented in figures 11(b) and (c).
In order to obtain numerically the regions R ± k and their images, the following steps are carried out. Figure 12 . A partition in the phase space into an infinite number of regions labelled by the number of crossings in the ramp exists for every value of the bifurcation parameter V in , but this is not sufficient for chaotic motion to be observed. In addition, some mechanism must be introduced into the system to obtain some recurrent behaviour near the zone of multiple crossings. This mechanism is provided by a 5T -periodic sliding orbit which passes through the centre of the regions. Although a partition of the phase space into an infinite number of regions labelled by the number of crossings in the ramp exists for every value of the bifurcation parameter V in , this is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of stable chaotic motion. Figure 12 exist. The regions of multiple switchings are mapped by P 5 too far from x l , i.e. too far from the regions of many switchings (see figure 12(b) ), and the resulting stationary behaviour is 2T -periodic (see figure 12(c) ). Some reinjection mechanism must be introduced into the system to obtain some recurrent behaviour near the zone of multiple crossings. This mechanism is provided by a 5T -periodic sliding orbit which passes through the centre of the regions, x l (see figure 10(b) ). Thus, near V in = 34 V, where this 5T -periodic sliding orbit was found, the evolution of the trajectories is chaotic, as has been observed numerically in [6, 7, 13, 16] . Figure 12(d) shows the partition for V in = 35 V. The regions of multiple switchings are bigger than in the previous case. Moreover, as is computed in figure 12(e) , the regions are mapped by P 5 just on the organizing centre at x l , and 5T -recurrent chaotic behaviour is obtained (see figure 12(f )) 
Conclusions
Once the Poincaré stroboscopic map has been precisely defined, the dynamics of the system can be simplified to the dynamics of the stroboscopic global Poincaré map. It can be said beforehand that this class of maps has not been deeply studied in the scientific community. The literature mainly concerns diffeomorphisms. Published works dealing with non-smooth maps are reduced to special cases such as two-dimensional piecewise-linear maps [17] , oneand two-dimensional piecewise-smooth maps with a finite number of smooth regions [18] and two-dimensional non-invertible maps [19] .
The Poincaré map we have considered cannot be classified into any of the above types, so different kinds of behaviour and bifurcations can be expected. A method has been derived to compute analytically the characteristic multipliers of a periodic orbit. This provides a powerful tool for computing smooth period-doubling and saddle-node bifurcations, and non-smooth border collision bifurcations of saddle-saddle type [18, 20] . The existence of a horseshoe mechanism embedded in the Poincaré map has been proven by means of the transformations of the regions of multiple crossings, which are a natural partition for the phase space, and stable chaotic motion has been justified with the existence of a 5T -periodic sliding orbit near the horseshoe mechanism.
